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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the stress-strain curves of four different rocks 

are obtained by using true tri-axial test apparatus. First, results 

using this test apparatus are compared with results using conventional 

tri-axial test equipment and the dependability is confirmed. Mohr 

circles, based on the stress-strain curves have been drawn to provide 

yield envelopes for the rocks tested in this study. 

The yield envelope is approximated by a bi-linear curve and by 

extending the wedge indentation theory for this case, the penetration 

force equation is derived. The calculated values for the penetration 

force are then compared with the experimental results obtained by 

previous investigations. 

The rocks tested are: Danby Marble, Carthage Marble, Ohio Sand¬ 

stone and Indiana Limestone. These rocks are tested under confining 

pressures of 2500, 5000, 7500, 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 psi. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

angle of internal friction of rock 

cohesive strength 

shearing stress 

shear stress at the intersection of bilinear yield envelope 

normal stress 

unconfined compressive strength of rock 

compressive stength of rock at confining pressure p 

maximum principal stress 

minimum principal stress 

included angle of tooth 

angle of false wedge 

fan angle in slipline field 

fan angles in slipline field for bilinear yield envelope 

true strain 

force on the tooth 

depth of penetration of the tooth into the rock 

length of the tooth cutting edge 

confining pressure 

radius of Mohr circle 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Most rocks behave plastically under high pressure and their yield 

strength depends on the mean stress value unlike metals for which the 

yield stress is independent of the mean stress. The strength values 

and plastic behavior of rocks under high mean pressure need to be 

known for many engineering and geological rock mechanics problems. 

Stress-strain curves for rocks are usually measured by conventional 

tri-axial tests and the plastic behavior has been described by Linear 

and parabolic yield envelopes [3,6,7]. 

In this study results of conventional tri-axial tests are compared 

with data obtained by true tri-axial tests. In these latter tests 

mechanical pressure is used for applying three independent principal 

stresses. Stress-strain curves obtained from true tri-axial tests 

are used to approximate the plastic behavior of the rocks by a bi-linear 

yield envelope. In section II a brief review of wedge indentation 

theory is given. In section III, the above theory is extended for the 

bi-linear yield envelope case. Detailed discussions of the experimental 

apparatus and experimental procedures for both true and 

conventional tri-axial tests are given in section IV. 

In section V, experimental results are presented for the following 

rocks: Danby Marble, Carthage Marble, Ohio sandstone and Indiana lime¬ 

stone. In this section, stress-strain curves for the rocks and 

associated yield envelopes are presented. 

In section VI, indentation forces calculated using the bi-linear 

yield envelope approximation are compared with indentation test results 

by Gnirk and Cheatham [5]. 
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Four appendices are added at the end of this study. In the first, 

the effect of an elastic membrane is examined; the tests performed and 

the results obtained are discussed. In the second appendix, false 

wedge formation during wedge indentation is analysed and a relation is 

found between the false wedge angle and rock properties and tooth angle. 

In the third appendix the effect of lip formation on the penetra¬ 

tion force is analysed. Finally,in Appendix IV,the error sources and 

their approximate magnitudes are given. 
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II. WEDGE INDENTATION THEORY 

In this section,a brief summary of wedge indentation theory is 

given [3]. This theory was developed to analyze the problem of tooth 

penetration into rock, which takes place in oil well drilling operations. 

The assumptions are: the rock is considered to be isotropic, homo¬ 

genous and rigid plastic, and the single tooth is assumed to be an 

infinitely long wedge acting normal to a semi infinite rock surface. 

Although several yield criteria could be used, Coulomb's yield condition 

is assumed to be valid since it provides mathematical simplicity. The 

penetrating forces corresponding to two limiting conditions are 

calculated. These limiting cases are: 1. a smooth, perfectly 

lubricated tooth-rock interface which gives the minimum value for the 

penetrating force and 2. a perfectly rough tooth-rock interface, in 

which case, the solution gives a maximum value for the penetrating 

force. When the tooth angle and the rock properties-unconfined 

compressive strength (<JQ) and angle of internal friction ($) - are 

known, it is possible to determine the limits within which the tooth 

load should fall. 

Coulomb's yield criterion: 

In this criterion, the magnitude of the shearing stress necessary 

for yielding depends on the mean stress. The yield envelope is a 

straight line, expressed as (See Fig. 1) 

| T | = c + <jTan<j> (1) 

where compressive stresses are taken as positive, x is the shearing 



<4- U 
O *r- 

Fig. 1 Coulomb's Yield Condition 
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stress at yield when the normal stress is a; c, the cohesive strength, 

is the intercept of the yield envelope. The slope of the envelope, 

characterized by the angle (♦)» is called the angle of internal friction. 

This equation describes the behavior of many rocks and soils, at least 

to a first approximation. „ 

In this study, the tooth-rock interface is assumed to be perfectly 

rough; hence, the penetration force equations are derived for this case 

only. 

Slipline fields: 

Hill [1] has proven that when a stress circle is tangent to the 

yield envelope, the governing equations are hyperbolic. The characteris¬ 

tics of these hyperbolic equations are given by the orientations of the 

planes specified by the points of contact of the stress circle with 

the yield envelope. Hence, there are two families of characteristics 

which are inclined at angles of ± U/4 - <f>/2) to the direction of the 

maximum principal stress. ^ 

Hill [1] considers lip formation adjacent to the wedge. If this 

lip is neglected the calculated pressure is larger but it acts over a 

smaller area. Since these two effects tend to cancel one another and 

for mathematical convenience, the lip formation will be neglected in 

the present study. The justification for the above argument is given 

in Appendix III. 

Penetration Force Equation 

The slip-line field for this case is shown in Figure (3). From 

the figure 

5'- 0 + J+ 



<H
=»
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Fig. 2 - Forces acting on the wedge. 

Fig. 3 - Slip line field for wedge indentation. 
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and the equilibrium force is given for unit length, per unit penetration 

as: Figure (2). 

= 2 (T + aTane) (2) 

where (a) is given from equation (1) 

a = Tin* 

where (x) is the value of shear stress along the wedge and is given by 

[3] 

x = (1 + Sin*) c e 2çTan<,> 

where (ç) is the fan angle define’d above, and (2ç) is the angle which 

Mohr circle rolls along the yield envelope. 

Therefore, equation (2) becomes 

^ - THÏ* [ <’ ♦■ ra? *2çTan*- Tit] (3> 

The above equation was used to determine the penetrating force and 

experimental results showed that the data lie between the calculated 

values for perfectly rough and perfectly smooth tooth-rock interfaces [4]. 

In the above equation, the formation of a false wedge under the 

tooth was not considered. If a false wedge is taken into consideration, 

equation (3) becomes 
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F/bh _ Tang 1-Sin4> 
0 o Tany Cos<(> 

[(USin,)0 + ftSX) IMX] (4) 

where (y) is the false wedge angle and is given as 

Y = (5) 

For the derivation of equations (4) and (5) see Appendix II. 

Having briefly discussed the wedge indentation theory, the following 

section will extend the theory to the bilinear yield envelope case. 
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III. EXTENSION OF WEDGE INDENTATION THEORY TO BI-LINEAR 
YIELD ENVELOPE CASE 

In the previous section, when deriving the force necessary for 

indentation by a rough tooth, the yield envelope was assumed to be a 

straight line. Although this assumption is reasonable for small mean 

stress values, it does not predict the experimentally observed decrease 

in slope for large values of the mean pressure. Experiments indicate 

that yield envelopes usually flatten at high confining pressures. One 

way to include this effect is to assume a parabolic yield envelope [6]. 

Wedge indentation data have been shown to correlate well with analysis 

based upon the assumption of a parabolic envelope [6]. However, because 

of its mathematical inconvenience, instead of using a parabolic yield 

envelope, another approach is used in this study. The bi-linear 

envelope, with different slopes at low and high mean stress regions, is 

used. The different envelopes are shown in Fig. 4. As a part of the 

analysis for the penetration force the conditions where the Mohr circle 

is tangent to both linear envelopes must be determined. In Fig. 5, (B) 

is the half tooth angle and ($.j) is the angle of internal friction in 

the plastic region away from the wedge and close to the free surface. 

Since the value of (.♦) depends on the mean stress and since the stress 

is changing along the slip-lines, the plastic region OEF is assumed to 

be composed of regions having two different U) values. The value of 

the angle of internal friction is smaller near the wedge because the 

pressure is higher. The assumption of a bilinear yield envelope allows 

one to have a mathematically convenient linear yield envelope that 

also agrees well with experimental results. 
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(b) Parabolic yield envelope 

Fig. 4 - Different yield envelopes (Compressive stresses are positive) 
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Fig. 5 - Physical plane, (a) and stress plane, (b). 
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The orientations of the slip-lines are found from the Mohr circle. 

The lines connecting the pole of the circle to the shear stress values 

at yield define the orientations of first and second slip directions. 

The angle between the slip-lines (|-± $) as contrasted to the orthogonal 

families in metals where <j> * 0 [3], 

Examining the Mohr circle, when it is tangent to both linear 

envelopes, reveals that the two regions which represent the two different 

angles of internal friction cannot be separated by a single line. In 

other words a separating region OAB is required. The state of stress is 

constant in this region, since it is represented by a single Mohr circle. 

The angle AOB is equal to 

AOB - 2* (♦} " <{>2) 

because the line OA is parallel to PN and OB is parallel to PM. But 

the angle MPN is equal to half of the angle MCN which is the difference 

of the angles OCN and OCM, or 

MCN — <j>i — (Ji ^ 

Derivation of the Penetration Force Equation for a Bi-Linear Approximation 

of the Yield Envelope. 

The slip-line field is shown in Fig. (6-b), for the bilinear case. 

The anglé between the slip-lines is (|-± <J>J) for the region where the 

angle of internal friction is assumed to be and it is (|-± t)^) for 

the other region. The associated Mohr circles are shown in Fig. 7. The 
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The confining pressure (P ) causes shifting of the origin of stress 
V 

plane [3] as shown. The equation of the yield envelope is 

| x I = Cj + otan<j>.j 

and 

| x | = c2 + atan^ 

(6) 

(7) 

where Eqn. (6) is valid up to the point where (T * t*), and the second 

equation is valid from there on. As one goes along the slip lines in 

the physical plane the state of stress is represented by the Mohr 

circle rolling along the yield envelope, T* is the shear stress where 

the two linear envelopes intersect. 

The value of the shear stress (TJ) in terms of the shear stress 

(TQ), and the total angle of rolling (2e-j) is given as [9]: 

20.Tan<j>, 

M = *0 e (8) - 

where (e-j) is the fan angle in which the material is assumed to have an 

internal angle of friction (<|>-j). When the shear stress at yield reaches 

the value (T-J), the Mohr circle is tangent to both lines; from here on 

the circle continues rolling along the line with slope (^) instead of 

(<|>-|). This situation is represented by the angle AOB in Fig. (6). In 

other words, a transition angle is needed in the fan to accomplish the 

change of the slope of yield envelope. This angle was calculated in 

the previous section as 

AOB = (<l>i - $2) 
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Fig. 6 - Slip line field for wedge indentation for bi-linear 
yield envelope. 
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Fig. 7 - Stress plane for calculation of penetration force for bi¬ 
linear yield envelope. 
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The shear stress T2 can be calculated from Fig. (7) as: 

T1 . t2 . 
Cos<j»1 COS4»2 

hence 
Cos«j>2 

t2 “ T1 Cos4>1 

The shear stress along the face of the wedge can now be calculated, 

noting that the fan angle is (eg); CRef.[9]) 

2e2 Tan<j>2 
T = x2 

e 

or 
Cos<|>2 2Ce1Tan<j>1 + OgTan^) 

T = T0 îôsfj' e 

From Eqn. (7). 

= T’C2 a Tan<|>2 

But the force per unit penetration per unit length of the wedge is 

from Fig. (6-a) 

(9) 

(10) 

F_ 
bh = 2(T+ crTang) 

Therefore, inserting the values of T and o 

1 F _ Cos<^2 n , Tang ^ _2(0iTan<|,l 
1 bh " T0 Cos<j>i ' 1 Tan^; e 

+ 92Tan<j»2) Tan& 

”c2 Tan<j>2 (ID 



but from Fig. (7), 
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a 
TQ ■ ^ Cos<j>i 

and from Ref. [3], 

(12) 

a 
P 

= 2 (cj + PcTan<j>.j) 
CoS(j>i 

(13) 

Hence: 

1 F 
2 BF 

Cos^Co3^ JâH3_) 2(e1Tan<|.1+0?Tan4>;>) 

1-Sin*. ' Tani 'a * \ C TC (c]+PcTan<f>i ) 1-Sin<j>. Tan<j>2 ' e -c Tans 
2Tan<j>2 (14) 

From Fig. (6-b) 

}1 + 02 + AOB = g + J' + Ü 

with AOB “g (^i - $2) 

we get for Ce2); 

0? " 8 + T + 
^2 

T T T “ 01 (15) 

Where (0^ can be found from the experimentally determined value of 

(T*) as follows: 

Noting that the line OM bisects the angle EOF hence 

EOM - \ U, - f,) 



Thus from the figure and using Eqn. (9) 
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OM = 
EO 

Cos 
4>1 "4*2 
~T~ 

Using Eqns. (8), (12), and (13) 

(c,+P.Tan<h ) Cos<|>, 2e1Tan<j>, 
ÜM = x

c . ■ 1 -— e ‘ 1 

Cos - £ 2 (l-Sin^ ) 

but from the same figure. 

Thus 

1 
91 = 2Tan^ 

1 
In 

T*(l-Sin$.j) Cos . 

/ v 4»i _<l>2 
_(c1+PcTan*i) Cos^Cos 2 

F 
Therefore, it is possible to calculate a value for (^-) from Eqn. (14), 

for a specific value of confining pressure (P ), by using the experi- 
V 

mentally determined values for (fj), (<|>2), (c-j), (c2) and (T*) since 

these values allow one to find (0^) and (e2) from Eqn. (15) for a 

specific tooth angle (0). Calculations of indentation force based upon 

this analysis are compared with published values of indentation force in 

section VI. 

If one considers false wedge formation under a wedge, from Appendix 

II 

where (y) is half false-wedge angle. Eqn. 04) becomes (See Appendix II) 
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1 F 
2 EF = (c +P Taru xCos^lCos^2(TanB 'C1 PcTan*l) 1-Sin^ Many 

TanB_, 2(01Tan^1
+02Tan^) TanB 

Tan^' c2Tan<|»2 

This equation is derived in the same way as Eqn. (4) was derived. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Description of the Apparatus* 

1. True Tri-Axial Test 

The true tri-axial test apparatus was designed earlier for another 

project. In this study it is used with some slight modifications. It 

is possible to control the three principal stresses independently of 

each other with this apparatus. This contrasts with the experimental 

set up described in the following section. It is also possible to 

measure the volumetric plastic strain with this apparatus and it is 

simple enough to operate. In short, it is quite sufficient for the 

purpose of this study. The major difference between this apparatus 

and the conventional tri-axial test equipment is that it uses 

mechanical pressure to provide the principal stresses in contrast to 

hydraulic pressure used in the latter apparatus. 

Figure (B) shows two cross-sectional views of the apparatus. 

Five hydraulic rams were used to apply the stresses. Four of them 

create the lateral stresses, and the fifth one opposed by a load cell, 

applies the vertical stress on the end of the sample. Three separate 

hydraulic pumps supply pressure for principal stresses. By properly 

arranging the valves, it is possible to use only two pumps to apply 

the stresses when two of the principal stresses are equal and a single 

pump can be used when all of the principal stresses are equal. Although 

the apparatus was designed to accept different size samples, in this 

♦Since the apparatus is the same apparatus used in Ref. [7] the drawings 
are taken from the same reference. 
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Fig. 8 - Cross-Sectional View of the true tri-axial test apparatus. 
(Ref. [7]) 
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study, only one size sample is used; the smallest possible size in 

order to attain maximum stresses on the faces. The samples are cubes 

with the dimensions of 0.505"x0.505"x0.505". Two of the lateral rams 

are capped by one-inch square heads and the other opposing two rams 

are capped by one-inch by one half-inch heads. The vertical ram is 

capped by a one-inch square head. The heads are mounted to the rams 

with curved surfaces to allow the heads to adjust to the sample even 

if the sides of the sample are not perfectly parallel, as shown in 

Fig. (9). The heads are held in place with rubber sleeves, (the 

shaded region in the same figure). The rams used are Blackhawk, 

twelve ton rams, with a maximum working pressure of 8639 psi. The rams 

are actuated by Enerpac pumps and are metered by pressure gauges with 

100 psi. graduations. The twelve ton rams give a maximum force of 

24,000 lb. Therefore, for the samples used it is possible to obtain 

a maximum stress of 96,000 psi. Another advantage of this arrangement is 

the possibility of achieving high stress states without the problems and 

dangers associated with high hydraulic pressures. 

The load cell placed at the top of the apparatus consists of two 

parts, Fig. (10). The outer part is threaded to fit into the body of 

the apparatus and the strain gages are mounted on the inside cylinder. 

The gages are wired to form a Wheatstone bridge circuit and are cali¬ 

brated so that the output signal determines the force value on the sample. 

In Fig. (11), a cross-sectional view of the hydraulic ram is shown. 

To measure the deformation of the sample, the displacement of the ram 

is measured. This displacement measurement is accomplished by connecting 

one end of 4 short metal piece to the end of the ram and other end to a 



Rubber Sleeves 

Fig. 9 - Sample Contact Heads mounted on hydraulic rams. 
(Ref. [7]). 
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t 

[ m 

«*■— Samp! e 

Strain gages 

Fig. 10 - Cross-sectional view of load cell used in true tri¬ 
axial test. (Ref. [7]). 
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O-ring seals 

Hydraulic fluid 

Spring 

Fig. 11 - Cross-sectional view of hydraulic ram. (Ref. [7]). 
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displacement transducer. 

Although it is possible to measure the lateral displacements by 

the same method, for the purpose of this study it is not necessary, 

hence only the vertical displacment is measured. 

The problem of friction between the ram heads and the sample is a 

serious one, because the equipment is designed to control the principal 

stresses on three orthogonal surfaces of the sample. This requires that 

the friction on the sample surfaces should ideally be zero; but, in 

practice, it is impossible to make it zero. To minimize friction 

several procedures are employed in both conventional and true tri-axial 

tests. First, in the conventional test apparatus, the ends of the 

cylindrical samples are covered with teflon tape (0.025 in. thick) and 

tested first with one layer of tape, then tested with two layers and 

finally three. The results were not satisfactory. Secondly, in both 

methods a membrance known as Penrose Drainage Tubing is used with and 

without lubricating grease in an attempt to reduce the friction on the 

surfaces. The results obtained are interesting. In both experimental 

methods, the stress-strain curves are below the curves which are obtained 

without using any friction reducing agent on the samples. Moreover, 

the values for the yield strength obtained by true tri-axial tests are 

much lower than the results obtained from conventional tri-axial tests. 

This is an unexpected result because in conventional tests, in general, 

there is barreling of the samples which should cause the samples to 

behave in a weaker manner, therefore one would expect to get lower 

values for the yield strength in this test. This method of reducing 

the friction on the faces of the sample is rejected and a reasonable 

explanation of this behavior is given in Appendix I. To reduce the 
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friction on the sample surfaces, silicone lubricant (stopcock grease) 

is applied directly to the surface of the rock sample and to the surface 

of ram heads that are in contact with the sample. Since the sample 

surfaces are obtained by sanding, they are quite smooth which justifies 

the use of lubricant directly on the surface. In this way the coefficient 

of friction between the sample and the steel ram is reduced from 0.157 

to less than 0.010. The problem of interference of ram heads is avoided 

or at least minimized by a slight modification of the use of the 

apparatus. This is explained in detail in the following section. 

The problem is as follows [7]: In order to avoid the ram head 
4 

interference, it is necessary to prepare the samples so that they are 

slightly larger than the ram heads (ram heads are one inch squares, 

the samples are 1 1/16 inch squares). However, this has the effect of 

leaving the edges of the sample free from any applied stress. For a 

perfectly plastic material these stress free corners would have no 

effect once the material under the ram is in a plastic state. Rocks, 

however, are not perfectly plastic materials; the stress free edges 

are especially brittle. Also, the samples are exposed to large stresses 

before the material yields plastically. Since rocks are brittle 

materials, unless subjected to confining pressure, the stress state in 

the unconfined corners is of interest. If a brittle fracture were to 

originate in the unconfined corners of the sample, the fracture could 

propagate through the sample invalidating the test. With the method 

used in this study, when the test samples are examined at the completion 

of the test, the corners of the samples crumbled away indicating that, 

a fracture had occurred but, across the corner along the edge of the 
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sample, rather than through the sample. Such a fracture is immaterial 

as far as the strength of the rock is concerned. (For more detailed 

discussion see Ref. [7].) 

2. Conventional Tri-Axial Test 

In a conventional tri-axial test the sample is placed in a pressure 

vessel that is filled with hydraulic oil (see Fig. 12). The confining 

pressure around the test sample is supplied by a hand pump. Another 

pump is used to actuate a hydraulic jack that provides axial force on 

the ends of the cylindrical test sample. The test sample is cut from 

the rock using a special diamond core drill, placed in a drilling machine. 

The dimensions of the samples are one-inch in length and one half-inch 

in diameter. Before placing the sample into the apparatus, it was 

placed in a plastic jacket. A steel cylindrical piece (d=0.5", 1=0.25") 

is placed at each end of the sample. The top piece is drilled (d=l/32") 

through the center to allow any oil between the sample and the plastic 

tubing to escape through the upper part of the apparatus. The jacket also 

holds the cylindrical pieces in place. The force is applied from the 

bottom by means of a hydraulic jack placed under the main body of the 

apparatus and connected to a displacement transducer. The force is 

measured with a load cell placed on the upper part of the system, 

opposing the jack. The schematic representation of the system is 

shown in Fig. (13). The results of the experiments are recorded by an 

Autograf (x-y recorder) which obtains its input signals from an 

amplifier. Two pressure gauges are placed in the system; one of them 

measures the pressure which creates the vertical force and the other 

measures the confining pressure in the system. Because of vertical 

movement of the lower piston and since the hydraulic oil is incom-' 
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Fig. 12 - Cross-sectional view of the conventional tri-axial 
test apparatus. 
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Fig. 13 - Schematic representation of the conventional tri-axial 
test system. 
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pressible, the confining pressure tends to increase as the test continues. 

However, since the confining pressuremust be constant, an adjustable relief 

valve is added to the system to keep the confining pressure constant at 

the required level. Finally, the test apparatus is kept in a separate 

room from the operator for safety. 

In this equipment it is possible to reach a confining pressure of 

10,000 psi. This apparatus allows one to have three principal stresses 

on the principal axes. However, two of the principal stresses are 

always equal. This is one of the disadvantages of this apparatus, as 

compared with the true tri-axial apparatus. But, for the purposes of 

this study two of the principal stresses are also kept equal in the 

true tri-axial test apparatus. 

Two other disadvantages which are important and prompted this 

study are: the maximum confining pressure is limited to 10,000 psi. 

as opposed to 30,000 psi. in true tri-axial test, secondly the shape 

of the sample after completion of an experiment indicates that the 

stress state in the sample is not uniform. The cylindrical shape of 

the samples becomes barrelled after the test is run. This difficulty could 

possibly have been avoided by using a proper thickness of elastic 

material at the ends of the sample. See Appendix I for the discussion 

of end conditions. But, the limitation of the confining pressure forced 

the use of other test apparatus, anyhow. 

B. Experimental Procedure 

1. Conventional Tri-Axial Test 

The conventional tri-axial test equipment is used to test the rock 

samples for anisotropy. For this purpose three one-half inch diameter 

by one-inch long samples are cored from a block of rock along three 
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orthogonal axes. After sanding the ends of the pieces to the exact 

dimensions they are placed in a plastic jacket; then, the ends are 

lubricated with silicone grease (stopcock grease). The pressure 

inside the test apparatus is increased hydrostatically until the 

required confining pressure is reached. Since the axial force and 

radial confining pressure are controlled independently it is necessary 

to increase the pressure around the sample and the axial force by small 

increments to prevent unbalanced stresses that could cause the sample 

to fail prematurely. To determine suitable increments all the rocks 

which are tested in this study are first tested at atmospheric 

pressure. Then a confining pressure equal to one third or at most one 

half of the unconfined compressive strength is applied as a small 

increment so that brittle fracture of the rocks, due to the difference 

in stresses in different directions is avoided. Then, this pressure 

is kept constant while the stress in the axial direction is increased 

to the same value; the confining pressure is increased again by a 

small amount and so on. This stepped increase in pressure is more 

important at the beginning of the test because after the hydrostatic 

pressure reaches a certain value, the yield strength of the rock 

increases. Thus, there is less danger of fracturing the sample at 

the higher confining pressures. The same procedure is then applied 

in reverse order, during unloading to prevent fracturing of the sample. 

After reaching the required hydrostatic state of stress the adjusting 

screw on the pressure relief valve is set so that the confining 

pressure will remain constant during the increase of stress in the 

vertical direction. Then, the pressure in the vertical direction is 
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increased slowly enough to prevent strain rate effects. This increase 

continues past the initial yield point after which the slope of the 

stress-strain curve decreases. This is an indication of plastic flow 

of the sample. In all of the experiments the straining of the sample 

is carried out to slightly more than 16%. 

The results obtained in three orthogonal directions, indicating 

that the rocks used are essentially isotropic are presented in Figs. 

(19) to (23). 

Having established the isotropy of the rocks, the orientation 

of cutting the samples was immaterial. All of the rocks are tested 

in exactly the same manner and the tests are repeated to confirm 

the reproducibility of the results. In doubtful cases, tests are 

repeated a third time. 

With this test apparatus some tests were also carried out to 

examine the effects of membranes used on the flat ends of the samples 

with different lubricating conditions as presented in Appendix I. 

Using this test procedure, five different rocks are tested under 

five different confining pressures of 0, 2500, 5000, 7500 and 10,000 

psi. 

2. True tri-Axial Test 

For the purpose of this study, it is not necessary to control all 

three principal stresses independently. Therefore, the valves are so 

arranged that by using only one pump, it is possible to reach the 

required confining pressure hydrostatically. After reaching this 

confining pressure, two of the principal stresses in the horizontal 

plane (called x and y directions) are kept constant and by rearranging 

the valves and using another pump the stress in vertical direction 
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(z-direction) is increased. This increase is made as slowly as possible 

to avoid the strain rate effects. But with the pumps used there is still 

some strain rate effect. (The loading rate varies from 0.03 to 0.10 

inch/minute.) By using different pumps in the apparatus this effect 

can be reduced. The condition of the sample in this apparatus is 

essentially the same as in conventional test, the horizontal principal 

stresses are kept constant while the vertical stress is increased. 

First, the samples are cut a little larger than the required 

dimensions and they are sanded to the final dimensions with the utmost 

care to maintain the orthogonality of the neighboring faces. Two more 

rigid (steel) end pieces are added to the original design of the test 

apparatus. The dimensions of the end pieces are 0.5"x0.5"x0.3". With 

this combination, as shown in Fig. (14), it is theoretically possible 

to use samples without any clearance to prevent interference of the ram 

heads. But a small clearance, not more than (0.01) inch is allowed to 

avoid the possibility of friction between head faces. This clearance 

is smaller than the previously, (Ref. [7]), used samples, where the 

clearance was 1/16 inch. 

After the experiments are completed, crumbling along the edges 

of the sample, especially in Danby Marble can be observed. 

With this apparatus, it is possible to increase the stress in the 

sample up to 96,000 psi. This is the major advantage over the 

conventional testing apparatus. The faces, of the sample, of the ram 

heads and also the curved surfaces where the heads are connected to 

the rams through the rubber sleeves, are all lubricated before each test. 

The use of the membrane over the sample was abandoned as explained 
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Elevation 

Fig. 14 - Cross sectional view of the true tri-axial test apparatus 
through the sample and ram heads. 
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in Appendix I. The results, in both experiments, are recorded by an 

Autograf (x-y recorder). The tests are repeated in case of any doubt 

about the reproducibility of the results. Four different rocks are 

tested using this apparatus (Danby Marble, Carthage marble, Indiana 

limestone and Ohio sandstone) under confining pressures of 2500, 5000, 

7500, 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 psi. The results are presented in 

Figs. (28) to (31) in Section V. 
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V. RESULTS 

Here the results obtained during the experiments with Danby Marble, 

Carthage Marble, Indiana Limestone and Ohio Sandstone tested under six 

different presures (2500, 5000, 7500, 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 psi.) are 

presented. 

The determination of the yield strengths is difficult for stress- 

strain curves which do not possess definite yield points. In such metals 

as steel, the yield point is frequently clearly defined; in some others, like 

copper the yield point is not defined clearly, since the transition from 

elastic state to plastic state is a curve with steadily and slowly 

changing slope. In these metals, the yield point is frequently definedas 

the stress value corresponding to 0.2% offset strain. But this method is not 

applicable to rocks because, first of all, the elastic moduli of rocks 

are usually much lower than that of metals. Secondly, most rocks 

exhibit a nonlinear elastic portion before yielding. For the purpose 

of this study, the stress-stain curves of the rocks are approximated 

as an elastic-linear-hardening material as seen in Fig. (15). For the 

curves where there is no linear portion of the curve the yield point is 

selected following the considerations listed below: 

1. If one considers a stress-strain curve with unloading and loading, 

one gets a diagram as shown in Fig. (17). For the second loading 

of the sample, the diagram will be along the path BGCD, since this 

curve is the reloading part of the curve 0ACD and since unloading 

started at A, the curve BGCD will yield when the stress value reaches 

point A. 

2. Since the curves are approximated as eleastic-1inear-hardening 
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materials, the yield point must be near the intersection of the 

tangents drawn from point B (along the elastic part of the curve) 

and from the part of the curve between C and D. 

3. Finally, previous studies indicated that yielding occurs approximately 

at 1% off-set (Ref. [7]). This is larger than the value used for 

metals (0.2%). This difference is due to different values of moduli 

of elasticity. The moduli of elasticity is much higher in metals 

than for rocks. 

In this study, considering the above reasoning the yield strength 

values were chosen as follows. See Fig. (18). 

In Fig. (18) typical stress-strain curves for two different 

confining pressures (P-|,P2) are shown. The yield point for curve OACD 

is clear. It is point A obtained by intersecting tangents. The 

problem is how to choose the yield point of the same material at 

confining pressure Pg. The line segment EA in Fig. (17) is approximated 

as a vertical line based on experimental observations. Then in Fig. (18), 

based on argument (3) above, a line parallel to OA from point B is 

drawn in such a way that the line segment AF is parallel to the a axis. 

The strain represented by the distance OB is assumed to be characteristic 

for this rock. From point B another line parallel to OA^ is drawn, 

this line intersects the stress strain curve at F^. The points F and 

F^ in Fig.(18) approximately represent points similar to point E in 

Fig. (17). From point F^ a line parallel to the a axis is drawn. The 

intersection of this line with C*D\ the tangent to curve OA^D* 

between C* and D* where the curve has a relatively constant slope, is 

point A^ which is at the same time very near to the line OA^ which 
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Fig. 15 - Yield point for an elastic-linear hardening 
material. 

Fig. 16 - Ultimate strength for brittle rocks. 
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Fig. 17 - Loading, unloading and reloading curves for a rock 
material. 
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Fig. 18 - Determination of yield point. 
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represents the elastic part of the curve. The point A^ is assumed to 

be very near to the actual, yield strength of the rock, which is not a 

clearly defined value. The yield points of the stress-strain curves for 

various rocks and confining pressures are shown in Figs. (32) to (35). 

For the cases where there is fracture just after yielding, which 

is generally observed under very low confining pressures and for brittle 

materials, the maximum stress is chosen as the failure point. This 

case is shown 1n Fig. (16). 

Danby Marble 

In this study, Danby Marble is used as a reference rock for the 

purpose of comparing true tri-axial tests with conventional tri-axial 

tests. First, three samples are cut from the rock in three orthogonal 

orientations. These samples are tested to determine the anisotropy of 

the rock. Results are shown in Fig. (19). As the results show, 

Danby marble can be assumed to be isotropic. The test is run with 

conventional testing apparatus with 5000 psi. confining pressure. 

The same rock is used to determine the effect of the membrane and to 

determine the lubricating characteristics. For this purpose, several 

tests are conducted in the true tri-axial test apparatus with confining 
♦ 

pressures 2500, 5000 and 10,000 psi. The results are shown in Figs. 

(1-1) to (1-3). The explanation of the results is given in Appendix I. 

Also, using the conventional test apparatus cylindrical samples are 

tested at 5000 psi. confining pressure with membranes between the 
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samples and steel end pieces. As can be seen in Figs. 24, 25, 26 and 

27, the results obtained by the true tri-axial test apparatus indicate 

higher strength values than the results obtained by the conventional 

tests. This is mainly because of the fact that in conventional test the 

samples take a barrel shape. When the shape of the sample changes, 

the state of stress in the sample is no longer uniform. So, the 

results are not, at least theoretically, correct. This barreling in 

perfectly plastic materials where <j> = 0 (in metals) is given as the 

displacement functions, Ref. [1], 

U = - AJ 1 (£) Cos (^) 

W = - AJ (r/b) Sin (|) 

where A and b are positive constants and J(x) is the Bessel function of 

zero order. Radial and vertical displacements are denoted by U and W, 

respectively. The distribution of U over the surface represents the 

development of a bulge of a solid cylinder in a plastic state compressed 

by a certain distribution of stress over its plane ends. But the state 

of stress in the body is very complex and far from practical usefulness. 

In the true tri-axial test, on the other hand, although the shape 

of the material is not changed significantly, the problem of friction 

on the faces is an important factor that changes the results from the 

true values. These friction forces also account for the higher strength 

values obtained. 

Results are presented in Fig. (28), and the yield envelope for 
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Danby Marble, based on these results as shown in Fig. (36). 

Carthage Marble 

As was done with Danby Marble, first, isotropy of the rock was 

checked and the results are shown in Fig. (20). As can be seen from 

the figure, the rock can be assumed to be isotropic. Then, using the 

true tri-axial test apparatus, stress-strain curves for different 

confining pressures are obtained - Fig. (29). Based on these results, 

the yield envelope is drawn and is presented in Fig. (37). 

Ohio Sandstone 

The results obtained for this rock are shown in Fig. (30). The 

yield envelope and the conventional tri-axial test results at 5000 

psi. confining pressure are shown in Fig. (38) and Fig. (21), respectively. 

As with Danby and Carthage marble, this rock is isotropic, too. 

Indiana Limestone 

The stress-strain curves obtained in true tri-axial tests and the 

yield envelope based on these results are shown in Figs. (31) and (39), 

respectively. The conventional test results, which show that the rock 

is basically isotropic, are shown in Fig. (22). 

Berea Sandstone 

This rock has been tested only in conventional tri-axial test 

appratus to find out its anisotropy. As seen in Fig. (23) the rock 

is quite brittle and isotropic. 



Fig. 19 - Stress - Strain curves for Danby Marble in three 
orthogonal orientations. 
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Fig. 20 - Stress-Strain curves for Cathage Marble in three 
orthogonal orientations. 



Fig. 21 - Stress-Strain curves for Ohio Sandstone in three 
orthogonal orientations. 



Fig.22- - Stress-Strain curves for Indiana Limestone in three 
orthogonal orientations. 
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Fig. 23 - Stress-Strain curves for Berea Sandstone in three 
orthogonal orientations. 
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Fig. 24 - Comparison of True and Conventional tri-axial tests. 



F1g. 25- Comparison of True and Conventional tri-axial tests 
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Fig. 26 - Comparison of true and conventional tri-axial tests. 
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Fig. 28 - Stress-Strain curves for Danby Marble at different 
confining pressures. True tri-axial test. 



Fi9* 29 - Stress-Strain curves for Carthage Marble at different 
confining pressures. True tri-axial test. 
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Fig. 30 - Stress-Strain curves for Ohio Sandstone at different 
confining pressures. True tri-axial test. 
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Stress-Strain curves for Indiana Limestone at different 
confining pressures. True tri-axial test. 







Fig. 34 - Yield points at different confining pressures for 
Ohio Sandstone. 
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Fig. 36 - Yield envelope for Danby Marble. 
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Fig. 37 - Yield envelope for Carthage Marble. 
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Fig. 38- Yield Envelope for Ohio Sandstone. 
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Fig. 39 . Yield envelope for Indiana Limestone. 



VI. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED VALUES FOR WEDGE 
INDENTATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

66 

In this section, bilinear yield envelopes obtained in the previous 

section are used with the equations derived for wedge indentation 

(Section III) and the results are compared with wedge indentation test 

results obtained in Ref. [5]. Tables (1), (2), (3),(4) give the values 

for (F/bh) for different rocks under different confining pressures. In 

obtaining the results the half tooth angle B is taken as 30° to be able 

to compare the results with experimental results in Ref. [5]. Two sets 

of values are obtained, one for the case without false wedge formation 

and the other with false wedge consideration. The results obtained 

with false wedge formation are slightly smaller than the other (about 

4%). This fact confirms the validity of the assumption of perfectly 

rough tooth-rock interface. 

Fig. (40) shows the comparison of the results. Dots represent the 

experimental results obtained in Ref. [5]; the curve represents the 

results obtained in this study, based on the experimental results and 

theoretical considerations. This figure shows that the approximation 

of the yield envelope bilinearly is in good agreement with the ex¬ 

perimental values. 

Although it is possible to get the experimental wedge indentation 

results approximately by the theoretical considerations and knowing 

the rock properties, it is rather difficult to get the rock properties 

(fj, <f>2* <XQ, C-J, C2) from the indentation tests. Because, as can be 

seen from equations (3) and (14), the equations are very sensitive 

to changes in the parameters. This means that extremely accurate and 



dependable tests would be required. 

To compare the parabolic yield envelope with bi-ltnear yield 

envelope the calculated values for (F/bh) together with experimental 

results are shown in Fig. (41) for Danby Marble. 



Dan by Marble 
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= 36.86° 

i>2 = 8.64° 

T* = 17,100 psi 

C-j = 2,600 psi 

C2 » 14,161 psi 

Pc 

(psi) 

Without False 
Wedge 

With False 
Wedge 

V 

i 

C
D
 

ro
 o h (F/bh) V 

O CM 
C
D
 *s (F/bh) 

2000 30.02 49.29 57,028 30.02 59.98 55,464 

3000 23.60 55.72 60,866 23.60 66.40 59,248 

4000 18.11 61.21 64,256 18.11 71.89 62,590 

5000 13.31 66.01 67,301 13.31 76.69 65,593 

TABLE - 1 
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Carthage Marble 

<J>1 = 37.69° 

*2 = 17.65° 

T* = 16,400 psi 

C, = 1,700 psi 

C2 » 10,346 psi 

Without False 
Wedge 

With False 
Wedge 

0! 02 H (F/bh) 0-j 02 H (F/bh) 

2000 37.64 46.19 62,916 37.64 52.36 62,174 

3000 29.72 54.11 70,426 29.72 60.28 69,619 

4000 23.19 60.63 77,127 23.19 66.81 76,256 

5000 17.65 66.17 83,218 17.65 72.35 82,291 

TABLE - 2 
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Ohio Sandstone 

♦1 = 33.69° 

♦2 = 15.71° 

T* = 18,100 psi 

C-j = 3,800 psi 

C2 = 11,182 psi 

Pc* 

(psi ) 

Without False 
Wedge 

With False 
Wedge 

V C
D

 
ro

 o (F/bh) V 

O
 C

M
 

C
D

 ^2 (F/bh) 

2000 21.65 61.21 64,459 21.65 68.35 63,531 

3000 16.40 66.46 68,956 16.40 73.60 67,979 

4000 11.72 71.13 73,164 11.72 78.28 72,141 

5000 7.51 75.35 77,127 7.51 82.49 76,061 

TABLE - 3 
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Indiana Limestone 

«1 - 26.03° 

$2 = 11.85° 

T* = 18,100 psi 

C-j 35 2,000 psi 

C2 = 11,182 psi 

Pc 

(psi) 

Without False 
Wedge  

With False 
Wedge 

er C
D
 

ro
 O
 

% (F/bh) V 
O CM 
C
D
 % (F/bh) 

2000 81.08 0.15 38,872 81.08 8.92 37,926 

3000 72.17 8.75 43,569 72.17 17.83 42,559 

4000 64.44 16.49 47,902 64.44 25.56 46,834 

5000 57.60 23.32 51,939 57.60 32.40 50,815 

TABLE - 4 
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Fig. 40 - Experimental and Calculated values of (F/bh) for different 
confining pressures. 
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Fig. 41 - Experimental and calculated values of (F/bh) for different 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis six different, but related subjects are investigated. 

They are: 1. Results of conventjonal tri-axial and true tri-axial tests 

are compared, the results are given in Section V and Figs. (24) to (27). 

2. Having established the dependability of the true tri-axial test, the 

stress-strain curves and the yield envelopes for four different rocks, 

Danby Marble, Carthage Marble, Ohio Sandstone and Indiana Limestone, are 

obtained for different confining pressures (2500, 5000, 10,000, 20,000, 

30,000 psi.). The results are presented in Section V. 3. The effect 

of lubrication of the sample faces using an elastic membrane are 

discussed in Appendix I. 4. The possibility of using the bi-linear 

yield envelope to approximate the plastic behavior of rocks under high 

mean pressures, instead of using linear or parabolic yield envelopes 

is investigated. 5. False wedge formation in wedge indentation 

experiments 1s investigated. The derivation of equations for the 

false wedge angle and for the penetration force are given in Appendix 

II. 6. The penetration forces, calculated using the bi-linear yield 

envelope approximation and results (f|, $2» C-j, Cg) from the true tri¬ 

axial tests are compared with the penetration force values obtained 

experimentally in Ref. [5]. The results are given in Section VI. 

For the purpose of comparing the true tri-axial and conventional 

tri-axial tests Danby Marble was used as a reference rock. Under 

different confining pressures stress-strain curves were obtained 

using samples cut from the same rock. The results obtained are pre¬ 

sented in Figs. (24) to (27). As can be seen the values obtained 

from true tri-axial test are higher than the ones obtained in conventional 
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test. The difference was expected because, in conventional test as 

the plastic flow continues the deformation of the sample causes it 

to be weaker, but in true tri-axial test, since the sample is confined 

with mechanical rams as plastic flow takes place, the material does not 

get weaker. This is one advantage of the latter method; in this 

apparatus the deformation of the sample can be very large; in 

conventional test the deformation must be kept very small since it 

changes the condition of the experiment (i.e. as plastic flow takes 

place the state of stress is no longer uniform). From these experiments, 

it can be concluded that the true tri-axial test equipment can be used 

to determine the stess-strain curves of the samples used. 

One important factor in both experimental methods is the effect 

of lubricating conditions at the faces of the samples. Ideally, it is 

necessary to have zero friction since the stresses are assumed to be 

principal stresses on the faces. For this purpose an elastic material 

was used together with lubricating grease to reduce the friction. The 

results of the tests indicate that the membrane reversed the direction 

of shear stresses in such a way that tensile stresses were set up in 

the sample and this caused fracture of sample (detailed explanation 

is given in Appendix I). As can be seen from the results, a reduction 

of the strength values is observed if a thick elastic membrane is used 

to attempt reduction of the friction. Based on these results, friction 

on the faces was reduced by sanding the rock surfaces smooth and then 

applying silicone grease to the surface. 

The yield envelope for rocks can be approximated by a linear line 

(Coulomb's yield criteria) or by a parabola (Ref. [6]) which is more 

realistic since it predicts a decrease in the slope at higher mean 

pressures. However, this is inconvenient from a mathematical point 
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of view. In order to have the mathematical convenience of a linear 

yield envelope and, at the same time, to have the more realistic 

results of a parabolic envelope a bi-linear yield envelope is proposed 

in this thesis. According to this approach, the material is assumed to 

be composed of two different regions with two different sets of 

properties in each region. The details and equations are presented 

in Section III. From Fig. (40) and from Figs. (36) to (39) it can be 

concluded that this approach is in reasonably good agreement with 

experimental results and it is simple to use from the mathematical 

point of view. 

The false wedge formation in wedge indentation for rocks has also 

been investigated and a relation between false wedge half angle (y), 

the angle of internal friction (4») is found to be 

The calculations are given in Appendix II. The value of false wedge 

angle for metals is given in Ref. [1]. Therefore, the indentation 

force is calculated for two cases, one with false wedge and one without 

it. The results are tabulated in Tables 1 to 4. The values for confining 

pressures less than 2000 psi. are not considered since the rock samples 

are quite brittle in that region. With the above relationship a slight 

improvement is added to Ref. [3]. 

Finally, the indentation force equation derived for the bi-linear 

yield envelope case, (Eqn. 14) is used together with the results 

obtained in true tri-axial test (i.e. the values for 4-j, <(>2» C-j, Z^ are 
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found from the test results and substituted in the Eqn. 14). These 

calculated values are then compared with the experimental results 

obtained in Ref. [5], in which the tooth-rock interface corresponds 

to a coefficient of friction of 0.3. The comparison is shown in Fig. 

(40). If the inhomogeneity of the rocks, the errors introduced in 

both experiments and the assumptions to simplify the analysis are 

considered, the results shown in Fig. (40) indicate good agreement of 

theory with experiments. From the figure it can be also concluded 

that the true tri-axial test and the bi-1inear approximation are 

dependable means for predicting the plastic behavior of rocks at high 

mean pressures. 

From the theory it is clear that the stress at the wedge is much 

larger than the confining pressure, for the rocks tested. For 5000 psi. 

confining pressure the normal stresses on the wedge are as follows: for 

Danby Marble it is 73 x 10^ psi, for Carthage Marble 81 x 10^ psi and 

for Indiana Limestone it is 52 x 10 psi. From the yield envelopes 

(see Figs. 36, 37, 38) it can be seen that these values are included within 

the envelope by performing test at confining pressures in excess of 

20,000 psi. 
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APPENDIX I 

EFFECT OF AN ELASTIC MATERIAL ON THE END CONDITIONS 

In this section the effect of a membrane wrapped around the test 

samples is examined. A major difficulty in both conventional and true 

tri-axial tests is the existence of friction on the faces of the samples. 

Since, in both tests, the stresses on the faces are required to be 

principal stresses, the shear stresses on these faces should vanish. 

But on the other hand to apply forces on the surfaces of the samples, 

one needs to use some media to transmit the force. One way of doing 

this is to use hydraulic oil to apply pressure on the face as in the 

conventional testing apparatus. But, inthiscase, the original shape 

of the sample, which is a cylinder, is subject to distortion as plastic 

flow takes place. This fact, in turn, affects the state of stress in 

the sample, which was assumed to be uniform throughout. To avoid this 

difficulty, rigid rams are used to transmit the force to the sample in 

the true tri-axial tests; in this case as plastic deformation takes 

place, although the dimensions of the sample change, the original 

parallelepiped shape of the sample remains the same. However, in 

this apparatus the frictional forces on the faces of the sample were 

introduced; thus, invalidating the assumption that the stresses on the 

faces are principal. To avoid this difficulty, researchers have tried 

various ways to minimize the friction between the sample and the ram 

heads. Smith [7] suggests that a thin membrane coated with silicone 

grease gives good results. Tests were carried out using a membrane 

(Penrose Drainage Tubing, thickness: 0.01 in.) and the results are 

shown in Figs. (1-1) to (1-3). As can be seen from the figures, the 
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Fig. (1-1) - Effect of membrane on test results. 
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Fig. (1-2) - Effect of membrane on test results. 
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yield stresses obtained with a membrane in true tri-axial test are much 

lower than those obtained in conventional test. Since the sample is 

confined with steel rams all around, the plastic flow of the sample is 

constrained; hence, higher values are expected in comparison to 

conventional tests. Another set of tests were carried in the conventional 

test apparatus with and without membrane at the ends of the sample. 

The results are shown in Fig. (1-4). Here again, the yield stresses 

obtained with membranes are lower than the ones obtained without membranes. 

Moreover, it was observed that the shape change of the sample was 

reversed as shown in Fig. (1-5). This observation and the reduction 

of yield strength in the true tri-axial test is explained as follows: 

The state of shear stress on the faces of the sample are as 

shown in Fig. (I-6a) for a test speciment used in the conventional 

test apparatus without the use of a membrane. It is radially inward. 

On the other hand, the state of shear stress will be as shown in Fig. 

(I-6b), which is radially outward when a membrane is used. This is 

true because of the fact that, when a membrane is used, the elastic 

modulus of the membrane material is much lower than that of the rock. 

Hence, when the force is applied the membrane is squeezed out between 

the ram and the sample faces. This reverses the direction of the shear 

stress that would have occurred if the membrane were not used. This 

effect is more recognizable in the true tri-axial test since all faces 

of the sample are covered by the membrane. The state of shear stress 

is shown for the cases with and without membranes in Fig. (1-7). 

As can be seen in the figure, the outward orientation of the 

shear stresses creates a tensile stress in the sample. If the weakness 

of the rocks in tension is recalled it is easy to understand why lower 
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F1g. (1-4) - Effect of membrane on test results. 
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Shape of the sample after test, 
without membrane at the ends. 

Shape of the sample after test, 
using membrane at the ends. 

Fig. (1-5) 

(a) without membrane (b) with membrane 

Fig. (1-6) - State of the shear stress at the ends of the sample. 
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Fig. (1-7) - States of the shear stress on the sample faces 
without, (a), and with, (c), membrane. 
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values for the yield stength were obtained in the tests that were run 

with the membrane. Since tensile strengths of the rocks are very 

small and also the creation of cracks in the sample are much easier 

under tensile stresses, the above mentioned reasoning explains the 

results which are presented in Figs. (1-1), (1-2) and (1-3). This 

also explains the crumbling of the rock samples after the tests. 

This situation is attributable to the thickness of the membrane 

used. Using a thinner membrane could have reduced these effects and 

better results may have been obtained. But, in this study since the 

samples were shaped to their final dimensions by sanding the faces, the 

surfaces were very smooth; therefore, the silicone grease was applied 

directly to the faces without any membrane. Decreasing the frictional 

forces by this method was sufficient. In this way, the complications 

that would be introduced by the elasticity and the plasticity of the 

membrane itself was avoided, also. 
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APPENDIX II 

ANALYSIS OF FALSE WEDGE FORMATION UNDER A ROUGH WEDGE 

In this section false wedge formation under a rough wedge is 

analysed. For metals, where angle of internal friction (<j>) is zero, 

the half false wedge angle (y) is given, Hill [1] 

Experimental results for various coefficients of friction is given in 

Ref. [10]. 

For rocks Cheatham [3] stated that the calculations made for 

penetration force was doubtful for, 

where Q is the half wedge angle, because the functional dependence of (y) 

on (4») had not been resolved. In this appendix this funtional dependence 

is found to be 

Y - 4 - f 

which is in agreement with metals. When <j> = 0 y = The false wedge 

under the tooth is as shown in Fig. (II-l). Where (ç) is given as 
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Fig. (II-l) - False wedge formation. 

Fig. (II-2) - Forces acting on the wedge. 
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The penetration force per unit length per unit depth is, from Fig. (II-2) 

<n-i> 

The false wedge angle is the value which makes the penetration 

force minimum. That is 

% = 0 (I1-2) 

where, (Ref. [3]) 

T = (1 + Sin*) ce 2çTan* (II-3) 

c = T- C 
Tan* (II-4) 

5 = - IT i* -< * I (n-5) 

Substituting Eqns. (II-3), (II-4) and (I1-5) into Eqn. (II-2) we get 

2 Tan*  W- +2 = 0 
Tan^ Sin2-, 

(II-6) 

To solve Eqn. (I1-6) for Y» rearrange it as 

1 

4Sin Y 2Sin y 
(2 + 2Tan2<()) + (1 + Tan2*) * 0 

from which 
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1 
2Sin2

Y 

1 ±Si n<t> 
—2— 
Cos 4» 

or 

y 
Cos<f> 

[2(l±Sin4> J]55 

But 

1 ± Sir»4> = (Sin|-±Cos|-)2 

Cos<j> = (Cos|-- Sin|-)(Cos|- + Sin|-) 

Therefore 

From Fig. (11-2)» for B<|- it is s.een that 

IT * 
Y " 4 ‘ I 

For the penetration force, substitute Eqns. (I1-3) and (I1-4) into 

Eqn. (II-l) 

1 F _ 
2l‘ 

r Tang 
L TanY 

CO + Sin4>) 2cTan4> Tany-i 
e Tan<j»J 

For a confining pressure (Pc), (c) becomes (Ref. [3]) 

c -»• (C + Pc Tan<ji) 
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APPENDIX III 

ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF LIP FORMATION 
IN WEDGE INDENTATION 

In this appendix the effect of lip formation in wedge indentation 

is examined. In wedge indentation theory explained in Section II, the 

slip-line field is based on the assumption that the difference in the 

penetration force will not differ greatly if the lip formation is 

neglected. In the following that assumption is justified. 

To find the penetration force, assuming there is a lip formed 

along the wedge, and it is necessary to find the fan angle (0), see 

Fig. (III-l). 

Assuming the compressibility effect is negligible* the triangles 

ADE and ODC must have the same area. On the other hand since the 

second slip lines form a logarithmic spiral, the lengths OA and 

0B=BC are related as follows 

where <j> is the angle of internal friction. From the Fig. (III-l) 

OB = OA e 
2eTan<j> 

(III-l) 

(HI-2) 

define X as 

X = OD 

thus, using Eqn. (III-l) 
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F1g. (III-l) - Lip formation in wedge indentation. 
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oc - 2 (X + ^3) e20Tan<** Cos(J i) 
2' 

(HI-3) 

but, from the figure 

t = XCosg = OC Sina (II1-4) 

or, using Eqns. (III-2), (III-3) and (III-4) 

X = 

2h „20Ïan<(. 
W- Cos(f - f ) 

'CosP" 2e2eTan* ^,3. 
S1n(f+$+i-e) 4 

(III-5) 

and using Eqn. (III-4) and (III-2) 

DF = X Sine 

PC _ t _ XCosg  
Tanct Tan(| +e+ f -0) 

then, since the area of ADE is equal to area of ODC 

v _ Jh  [ Sine 1 ** 
Cose I sin6+ _cose   

Tan(J +e+ I -9) 
(HI-6) 

from Eqns. (III-5) and (III-6) 

Sine 

Sine + Cose ] 
2e20Tan^ Co$(w _ | ) 

Cose 

. Tan(|-+ e+f-0) Sin(J +e+ f- -0) 

,2e20Tan* Cos(, 
f> 
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Solving the above equation, by trial and error, the following results are 

obtained: (Note that the only unknown is e) 

For $ = 30 O 

Èl Si 9° X 

10 70 69.81 0.02 h 

20 80 79.77 0.04 h 

30 90 89.80 0.05 h 

40 100 99.85 0.06 h 

where (0 is the fan angle if the lip was not considered. 

For <f) = 0° 

il e° X 

10 55 51.10 0.11 h 

20 65 58.75 0.21 h 

30 75 67.69 0.30 h 

40 85 77.55 0.41 h 

To calculate the penetration force, using the same method as in 

Section II, but, from Fig. (III-2) 

F = 2A(aSin$ + tCosg) 

where A is the area per unit length of the wedge which is in contact with 

the material 
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thus 

? = h (1 + ft Cose) (aTane + x) 

if this Eqn. is compared with the one without lip consideration 

£ ■ h (aTane + x) 

it is seen that by considering lip formation (h) becomes (h*), where 

h* = h (1 + £ Cose) 

Thus the penetration force equation 

F = V - Sin<t> n + lâHiwi + Sin*le2^Tan* - 
Cos<j> u Tan*'1' bin*Je Tan,), 

becomes 

^ • TiiP [O ♦ ISf»’ * S1n+)e2eTan* - 0 ♦ ft Cos6) 

For the special case 4. = 0 

“T * (1 + 2ç) Tane + 1 a0n 

^ - [(1 + 2e) Tane + 1](1 + £ Cose) 

becomes 
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For different values of 3, for both 4> = 0° and <j> = 30° cases, the 

following values are obtained for F/a^h 

0° ’ <J> = .30° 

31 w/lip w/o lip error(%) w/lip w/o lip error(%) 
10 1.65 1.52 7.9 4.55 4.46 2.0 

20 2.53 2.19 1314 6.94 6.72 3.2 

30 3.71 3.09 16.7 10.45 10.05 3.8 

40 5.41 4.33 19.9 15.76 15.10 4.2 

Hence, for metals, U=0°) the consideration of lip formation can 

effect the results especially for large wedge angles, as much as 20% for 

a 80° wedge. 

For rocks, where <t»>0, especially for larger values of angle of 

internal friction the effect may be considered negligible, for 

which is the case in this study the effect is less than 5%. 
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APPENDIX IV 

ERRORS 

In both experimental methods one source of errors is the straining 

of the rams under the stress it transmits to the sample. Although there 

is elastic strain in the steel rams, its magnitude is negligible 

as compared to the straining of the sample. An approximate modeling of 

the test apparatus is shown in Fig. (IV-1). 

The total elastic deflection in part 1 is (AJI-J) and the deflections 

in parts 2 and 3 are (AJI^ and (AJt).j respectively. 

The total displacement which is read from the displacement 

transducer is, 

A*T 
= A*1 + a*2 + **3 + Msample 

To calculate the error due to the deflection of steel parts, 

consider Danby marble at 30,000 psi. confining pressure, for a displace¬ 

ment of 0.125" the differential pressure reaches 50,000 psi., hence for 
0 

this pressure on the sample surface (A=0.25 in ) the force transmitted is 

F = 8Q|°-QQ = 20,000 lbs. 

For this value of the force the following values of deflections are 

calculated, see Fig. (IV-2) 

A&i = 0.67 * 10"3in. 
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Fig. (IV-1) - Approximate modelling of test equipment. 
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M2 = 2.03 * 10"3 in. 

M3 = 2.45 * 10"3 in. 

Thus 

AJlsample = A
*T " ^Ajtl + LZZ + Lh^ = 0,120 

Hence, the above difference in the displacement corresponds to a 

maximum error in true-strain calculations as: 

Calculated In 0.505-0.125 
0.505 28.44% 

ereal In 0.505-0.120 
005 27.13% 

The maximum error is 4.8%. 

Another source of error is one that may be caused by the measuring 

instruments. By using larger scales in recording instruments it is 

possible to reduce the error of reading. The x-y recorder is calibrated 

so that one inch on graph paper corresponds to (0.01 in.) displacement 

of the sample. The trace is 0.05" wide, thus the diplacement reading 

error can not be larger than (0.01/20 * 0.0005") which is negligible. 

The calibration of the displacement transducer is checked frequently 

by inserting a piece of sheet metal of known thickness between the 

stationary and moving parts of the transducer. The error due to load 

cell is due to two reasons: first, the calibration of the load cell 

, is not perfectly linear over the entire range, secondly due to 
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Fig. (IV-2) - Areas and lengths of different pieces for elastic 
displacement calculations. 
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hysteresis effect in the readings. The readings are not exactly the 

same force value during loading and unloading. However, checking the 

load cell readings with the pressure gage readings it is possible to 

keep the magnitude of the error less than 5%. The displacement 

transducer is as accurate as 2% over a displacement range of 0.125". 

The load cell accuracy is lower, it is 4% over the force range used in 

this study [12]. 

Another source of error is due to the dimensions and shape of 

the samples. Since the samples are cut as cubes with dimensions of 

(0.505) each side, the orthogonality of the faces is the main problem. 

To minimize this problem, first, the samples are cut in slightly 

larger sizes (0.55 x 0.55 x 0.55 in.) using a diamond cutter. Later 

these samples are sanded to the exact size and shape using a tool 

called Belt sander with #100 grit, Aliminum Oxide sandpaper. The 

samples are cut in larger numbers than required and then, the ones 

with the least deviations are chosen. 

The error which would have been introduced by the clearance that 

had to be added to prevent the ram head interference is minimized by 

using a new way of loading the samples. Two additional metal pieces 

are added in the design of the apparatus, as explained in detail in 

Section IV, (Fig. 14). 

If the inhomogeneity of the rocks are considered, the errors 

present in this study which is not more than 5%, can not affect the 

results because the inhomogeneity can be as great as 100% (Ref. [7]). 


